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that the feeling life of this type is primitive; though in
the higher representatives it becomes organized " through
the taking over of ready-made ideals from without"    His
activity, therefore, with "respect to the feeling life can (as
Gross says) become heroic.    "Yet it  is always banal".
" Heroic " and " banal" scarcely seem compatible attributes.
But Gross shows us at once what he means: in this type
there is not a sufficiently rich or developed connection
between the erotic complex and the remaining conscious
content, i.e.  with the remaining  complexes,  sesthetical,
ethical, philosophical, and religious.    At this point Freud
would speak of the repression of the erotic element.    The
distinct presence of this connection is regarded by Gross
as a "true sign of the superior nature" (p. 61).    For the
sound formation of this connection a prolonged secondary
function is indispensable, since only through the " appro-
fondissement" and prolonged consciousness of the necessary
elements can such a synthesis be brought about.   Sexuality
can certainly be pressed into the paths of social utility,
through  the  agency of  accepted ideals,  but  it "never
mounts above the limits of triviality".    This somewhat
harsh judgment relates to a circumstance rendered easily
intelligible in the light of the extraverted character: the
extravert is exclusively orientated by external data, and
it is  always his pre-occupation with  these wherein the
principal bias of his psychic activity lies.    Hence he has
nothing at his command for  the ordering of his inner
affairs.    They have to be subordinated, as a matter of
course, to determinants  accepted from without    Under
such circumstances, no true connection between the more
highly and-the less developed  functions can take place,
for this demands a great expense of time and trouble;
it is a lengthy and difficult labour of self-education which
cannot -possibly be achieved without introversion,    But
for this, the extravert lacks both time and inclination;

